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Abstract: Innovation talents, as a most active and important resource in innovation activities,
are receiving increasing attention in the enhancement of innovation capability. It seems that areas
with strong innovation capability are more attractive to innovation talents. To explore the impact of
innovation capability—measured by innovation environment input efficiency—on the distribution of
innovation talent, and given the heavy-tailed distribution of talents, a quantile regression approach
is adopted for Chinese data covering 2001–2015. The results show that: (a) at the country level,
the innovation environment and innovation talents are surprisingly negatively related due to
pre-reform special regional strategies and the immature innovation environment in China, while both
innovation input and efficiency facilitates the agglomeration of innovation talent; and (b) at the egional
level, some different influences on talents appear: the strongest negative impact of the innovation
environment is in the areas with a low level of talents, moderate positive effects of innovation
input and efficiency can be seen in areas with a medium level of talents, and significantly positive
contributions from innovation input and efficiency can be seen in the areas that already have a high
level of talents. The results offer some suggestions for managers and the government, which are
beneficial for the guidance of the ordered flow of innovation talents and the enhancement of regional
innovation capability and sustainability.
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1. Introduction

China has made remarkable progress in innovation over the past decades. However, the innovation
development in China is unbalanced, and there is an increasing innovation capability gap between east
and west, covering the differentiated scale of research and development (R&D) [1] and the unequal
distribution of patents [1,2]. Innovation capability can reflect a region’s ability to effectively engage
in innovation activities and generate creative outputs. Innovation resources, regarded as the input
or supporting conditions of innovation activities, have also presented a similar unbalanced spatial
pattern [3] as that of innovation capability, showing a heavy-tailed distribution. Those in the eastern
provinces such as Guangdong and Jiangsu are far ahead of those in the western provinces [4].
Obviously, this imbalance is not conducive to comprehensive and sustainable innovation development.

Innovation resources consist of talents, capital, technology, environment, management, policy,
mechanisms and so on [5]. Of all these, talents should be the most active and important [6,7],
a reasonable regional distribution of which is beneficial to narrowing the innovation gap and promoting
development sustainability [8]. An ordered flow of regional innovation talents is effective and
adaptable to alleviate regional innovation and economic disparity [9]. Additionally, the strong mobility
of talent makes it possible to guide them to flow in an ordered manner.
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There exist various discussions about innovation talents. From the perspective of personality
traits, Guilford held the view that talents are more sensitive, resourceful and ingenious, such as
inventors and artists [10]. From the perspective of behaviors, Glover and Smethurst supported the
idea that talents enjoy adventures, are occupied in creative work and endeavor to make their ideas
come true [11]. Additionally, Van thought that innovation talents are of great significance to innovation
performance in organizations, including R&D personnel, engineers, industry experts and so on [12].
In principle, talents appear to try challenging things, like experts in one field [13], and the technology
elite with exemplary skills [14]. Thus, it can be concluded that innovation talents are persons who
devote themselves to innovative work and prefer challenging, difficult tasks and who make significant
contributions to organizations.

There are many reasons for the distribution of innovation talent. From a macroscopic view, both the
industrial cluster and urban environment are key to the flow of talents [15]. Regional politics, economy and
social culture all exert an impact on the flow of innovation talents [16,17]. From an organizational
perspective, enterprise culture [15,18], extrinsic motivators including salaries and external recognition [19],
and fairness in organizations and working conditions [20] are major factors causing the flow of innovation
talents. Analyzing from the individual perspective, job satisfaction should mainly account for the flow [15].

There is an interesting fact that innovation talents appear to prefer places where the innovation
capability is strong. For example, Silicon Valley in America, famous for its strong innovation capability,
attracts world top talents who gather there [21]. Another example is Beijing, the capital and innovative
highland of China, where R&D personnel were more than 110 for every ten thousand people at the end
of 2014, ranking No. 1 of 31 provinces. It is known to all that innovation talents make significant
contributions to the improvement of innovation capability, but not vice versa, that is, whether the
improvement of innovation capability also has a positive impact on the agglomeration of talents.
This is the problem that this paper will explore.

The aim of this paper is therefore to examine the impact of innovation capability on the distribution
of innovation talents; we will then give some suggestions as to how to promote the ordered flow of
innovation talents in order to mitigate the regional imbalance and promote sustainable innovation
development. To this end, we apply quantile regression techniques, which appear well-suited to
the study of the distribution of innovation talents because of the fundamental heterogeneity of their
regional distribution.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we propose three research hypotheses,
involving the relations between the innovation environment input efficiency and innovation talent.
Section 3 sets out the research design, beginning with the index selection (Section 3.1), followed by
the samples and data resources (Section 3.2), and ending with a brief introduction of the main methods
applied in this paper, including the global spatial autocorrelation analysis and the quantile regression
approach (Section 3.3). Section 4 contains the quantile regression analysis, starting with the sample
description (Section 4.1), followed by the data test (Section 4.2). Then the estimation results are
provided (Section 4.3), followed by the conditional density forecast of the distribution of innovation
talents (Section 4.4). Section 5 provides concluding remarks.

2. Theory Foundation and Research Hypotheses

Innovation is complex, and the measurement of innovation capability should focus on the whole
process of innovation activities [22]. There are some evaluation programs of innovation capability
from different perspectives. For example, the European Innovation Scoreboard (EIS) made by the EU
Innovation Policy Research Center evaluates innovation from input and output [23]. The Global
Competitiveness Report published by the World Economic Forum addresses the significance of
the innovation environment to measurement [24]. Another example is the OECD (Organization for
Economic Co-operation and Development) Science, Technology and Industry Scoreboard (STI) that
takes science, technology, innovation, knowledge and industry into consideration when elaborating
national innovation capability [25]. Especially given the reality in and characteristics of China, we refer
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to the “China Innovation Index Research (CII)” carried out by the Chinese National Bureau of Statistics,
which includes four types of index to denote innovation capability [26]. However, we only adopted the
first three of them since the fourth, named “innovation impact on economy and society” is not strongly
related to the flow of talents and thus to in our research, as it includes indices of energy consumption
per unit of GDP, productivity ratio and so on. The three selected indices are the innovation environment,
input and efficiency.

The innovation environment mainly refers to the basic supporting conditions for innovation
activities, including infrastructure, finance support, innovation-related policies and so on [26]. Regional
economic and geographical factors, such as good infrastructure and income levels, should be beneficial
for acquiring competitive advantages and improving the attractiveness for innovation talents [27,28].
Similarly, Gu and Bi found that both per capita GDP and research fund investment had an obvious
effect on the distribution of scientific and technology talents [29]. Innovation talents and economic
growth are positively related [30]. Therefore, the innovation environment seems to promote the
agglomeration of talents and Hypothesis 1 (H1) is proposed.

Hypothesis 1 (H1): The better the innovation environment is, the more innovation talents there are.

Innovation input supplies the material foundation for innovation activities, reflected through
indicators of financial input and the development of innovation departments [26]. Due to a lack
of relevant data and the importance of R&D in innovation, indicators related to R&D are widely
adopted [31–34]. Early in the 1960s, the close relation between the distribution of technological talents
and regional R&D expenditures was affirmed from a regional perspective [31]. Further, regional
enterprises with powerful R&D expenditure input have advantages in the recruitment of innovation
talents [32], and human capital investments in less-developed areas could make contributions to
a decrease in regional inequalities [33]. Furthermore, Simon and Cao have pointed out that one
country’s strategic investments in R&D can stimulate the activities of innovative talents, creating
an innovation talent pool [34]. A theoretical analysis also involving the regional perspective supported
that view that scientific and technological funding could expand the effects on the convergence of
talent [35]. In summary, both R&D investment and scientific and technological funding play a vital role
in innovation input, showing close relationships to innovation talent. As a result, Hypothesis 2 (H2)
is raised.

Hypothesis 2 (H2): The stronger the innovation input is, the more innovation talents there are.

Innovation efficiency can reflect the comprehensive effectiveness of regional innovation activities
through innovation output, including patents, trademarks, papers and so on [26]. There is a positive
relation between talents and the output of new products, and talents and the quantity of regional
patents [36–38]. Additionally, Ernst et al. found that the quantity and quality of field patents have
an influence on the performance of R&D talents [39]. Further, new technologies and the origin of
innovation output could also promote the performance of talents [40]. Based on this, we propose
Hypothesis 3 (H3).

Hypothesis 3 (H3): The higher the innovation efficiency is, the more innovation talents there are.

According to the theory analysis above, a conceptual model was built, detailed in Figure 1.
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3. Materials and Methods

3.1. Index Selection

The R&D system is deemed as the engine of innovation [22], and indices relevant to R&D have
been widely applied in innovation analysis [41,42].

R&D personnel, engaged in studying and developing new technology, are typical representatives
of innovation talent and play a core role in innovation activities [43–46]. Thus, in this paper, we chose
the number of full-time R&D personnel calculated from the real working time for R&D to denote
the level of innovation talent (INTL).

The innovation environment (INET) plays a basic support role in the distribution of innovation
resources. Per capita GDP, which not only reflects the economic environment and economic strength,
but also relates to the expected return of innovation resources, is accepted as denoting the economic
environment as well as the macro-innovation environment [26,47,48]. Therefore, we take per capita
GDP as representative of the innovation environment.

In all indices of innovation input (INIT), R&D expenditure is considered to be key, most direct
and easily measured [49], and it has been adopted universally [50,51]. Taking these for reference and
considering differences of regional economics, we adopted R&D expenditure per ten thousand GDP to
denote innovation input in our study.

Innovation efficiency (INFY) is usually related to the number of published papers and patents as
well as the value of new products. Especially the number of application patents has been accepted to
judge the output and efficiency of regional R&D activities [51,52]. Thus, we chose application patents
per ten thousand people as the indicator of innovation efficiency.

3.2. Samples and Data

Considering integrity and availability, the samples are China’s 31 provinces, and all relevant data
used are from the “Science and Technology of China Statistical Yearbook” and the “China Statistical
Yearbook”, both covering the period 2001–2015.

3.3. Method and Model

3.3.1. Global Spatial Autocorrelation

Global spatial autocorrelation analysis is one part of exploratory spatial data analysis (ESDA),
widely used in regional spatial correlation and difference research about a certain element. Many
researchers have taken Moran’s I to measure the overall correlation and difference in the spatial
dimension. Moran’s I can be calculated as follows.
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The spatial binary adjacency matrix

Wij =

{
1 region i is adjacent to region j
0 region i is not adjacent to region j

(4)

where n is the number of provinces in question; Yi is the observed value of a certain element; Y means
the average of Yi when i is from 1 to n; and Wij represents the spatial binary adjacency matrix.
When Moran’s I > 0, there exist high–high clusters or low–low clusters in space. When Moran’s I < 0,
this indicates that the observed values vary significantly in adjacent regions or nearby areas.

3.3.2. Quantile Regression

Koenker and Bassett have put forward the quantile regression theory to precisely clarify
the relation between independent variables and dependent variables [53], and Koenker first applied this
theory to the panel data model [54]. Since then, many researchers have further promoted the application
of the panel quantile [55–58]. When processing data with a heavy tail or non-normal distributions,
the quantile regression is more efficient and sound, compared with the traditional linear regression.
The panel quantile regression model is set as follows.

Yit = Xitβi(τ) + αit + uit (5)

where i stands for the individual ordered i, and t stands for a year; Yit is a dependent variable while
Xit is an independent variable. τ is a quantile between 0 and 1. βi(τ) means the coefficient at quantile
τ. Moreover, αit represents a latent variable of individual differences, while uit is representative of
a random error.

When X is known, the conditional quantile of Y at τ can be found, Qτ(Yi|Xi ) = X′i βτ + ατ and β̂τ

can be estimated by calculating the difference in values between Y and its estimated value Ŷ. In specific,
β̂τ could be estimated as follows.

β̂τ = argminβ

 ∑
Yi≥X′i β

τ
∣∣Yi− X′i β

∣∣+ ∑
Yi<X′i β

(1− τ)
∣∣Yi− X′i β

∣∣ (6)

Both innovation talents and innovation capability are in uneven distribution, and the innovation
gap between west and east is increasingly widening, with an unoptimistic but significant long heavy
tail. Although the ordinary least square method can estimate the influences of innovation capability on
the distribution of innovation talents, it only sheds light on the influences according to the mean value
rather than the different value levels of relevant data. However, quantile regression could make up
this shortage well. Based on it, we can analyze the influences comprehensively and propose targeted
suggestions for areas with different levels of innovation talent.
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4. Quantile Analysis

4.1. Sample Description

4.1.1. Global Spatial Autocorrelation Analysis

We made a global spatial autocorrelation analysis of innovation talents by virtue of Moran’s I,
and the detailed result is in Figure 2.

According to Figure 2, it is not hard to conclude that there is an increasing tendency of Moran’s I
accompanied by a decreasing p-value. Since 2003, Moran’s I has always been greater than zero, which
means that the phenomenon of a high–high cluster or a low–low cluster exists. Besides, the p-value
has been less than 0.1 since 2009, showing a significant difference among different regions.
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Figure 2. Moran’s I and p-value of innovation talents for China’s 31 provinces during 2000–2014.

4.1.2. Description of Distribution Characteristics

To explore the distribution characteristics of innovation talents and innovation capability, we drew
histograms and kernel density curves, detailed in Figure 3.
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Figure 3. Histograms and kernel density of innovation talents and capability during 2000–2014: (a) for
innovation talents (the unit of x-axis: person); (b) for the innovation environment (the unit of x-axis:
Chinese Yuan); (c) for innovation input (the unit of x-axis: Chinese Yuan); and (d) for innovation
efficiency (the unit of x-axis: piece).
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From Figure 3, it can be seen that all series are in non-normal distribution, with asymmetric,
unimodal and heavy-tailed forms, which reflects the priorities of quantile regression. Compared with
an ordinary least squares estimation, the quantile regression should be more robust and effective.

4.2. Data Analysis and Test

4.2.1. Correlation Analysis

A correlation analysis has been conducted to explore the relation between innovation talents and
innovation capability. The results are reported in Table 1.

Table 1. The correlation results.

Variables INET INIT INEY

INTL
0.6260 0.5560 0.7850

(0.0000) (0.0000) (0.0000)

Note: the value in () is p-value.

It can be seen that three correlation coefficients are over 0.5. This indicates that innovation
environment, input and efficiency all have a close relation with innovation talents.

4.2.2. Unit Root Test

To ensure the effectiveness of the regression, we carried out a unit root test. From the results in
Table 2 it can be educed that all the original series both of innovation talents and innovation capability
show stationary first-order difference (I(1) process). Hence, a regression analysis is possible.

Table 2. The results of the unit root test.

Method Levin, Lin & Chu Im, Pesaran and Shin W-Stat ADF-Fisher Chi-Square PP-Fisher Chi-Square

INTL 10.5355 14.0329 4.1648 4.7945
INET 18.9895 21.7331 2.1655 1.3812
INIT 2.0487 4,7220 43.6846 55.3185
INEY 15.5310 16.8763 16.1484 4.2844

∆INTL −11.9212 * −9.1692 * 196.4370 * 237.9140 *
∆INET −7.1945 * −2.7080 * 88.7372 * 85.5951 *
∆INIT −17.3404 * −14.1380 * 288.9580 * 392.0390 *
∆INEY −8.8415 * −6.7246 * 161.6330 * 208.7330 *

Note: * means the value is significant at 5%.

4.3. Parameter Estimation and Model Test

4.3.1. Parameter Estimation

Based on the panel quantile regression theory, we transformed the original series into a natural
logarithm series. Taking the Griliches–Jaffe knowledge production function for reference, the model
we set is as follows.

ln(INPL)it = β1(τ)ln(INET)it + β2(τ)ln(INIT)it + β3(τ)ln(INEY)it + αi + uit (7)

where INTL denotes innovation talents, INET is representative of per capita GDP, INIT stands
for R&D expenditure in ten thousand GDP, and INEY is patents per ten thousand people.
Besides this, τ (τ = 0.1, 0.2, . . . , 0.9) is a quantile while i (i = 1, 2, . . . , 31) is the province ordered
i, and t (t = 2000, 2001, . . . , 2014) is a year.

The hypotheses H1, H2 and H3 were further tested by the quantile regression approach with
a model (6), to judge whether the innovation environment, input and efficiency make contributions to
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the agglomeration of innovation talents. The parameter estimation results at different quantiles are
showed in Table 3.

Table 3. The estimation results of the quantile regression.

tau c Ln(INET) Ln(INIT) Ln(INEY) R2 Prob(F-Statistic)

0.1 8.3325 * −0.7533 * 0.8927 * 0.9111 * 0.5368 0.0000
0.2 10.8400 * −0.9973 * 0.9331 * 0.9263 * 0.4947 0.0000
0.3 11.9607 * −1.0562 * 0.8231 * 0.9649 * 0.4523 0.0000
0.4 9.3025 * −0.6217 * 0.7911 * 0.7322 * 0.4368 0.0000
0.5 6.8714 * −0.2621 ** 0.8208 * 0.5225 * 0.4422 0.0000
0.6 5.9127 * −0.1347 0.9240 * 0.3966 * 0.4491 0.0000
0.7 6.0943 * −0.1098 0.8691 * 0.3856 * 0.4554 0.0000
0.8 7.5333 * −0.2554 * 0.7718 * 0.5144 * 0.4658 0.0000
0.9 7.8521 * −0.2925 * 0.7171 * 0.6155 * 0.4982 0.0000

Note: * and ** mean that the coefficient is significant at 5% and 10%, respectively.

It can clearly be seen that all coefficients are significant (p < 0.1) except that for the innovation
environment at quantile 0.6 and 0.7. The adjusted goodness of fit (R2) of all estimations should be
acceptable for panel data, and the F examination shows that the regression equations are highly
significant. The different values of coefficients at different quantiles show that innovation capability
has different influences on the distribution of innovation talents in regions. Furthermore, the coefficient
directions of individual independent variables remain consistent. Those for innovation input as well
as innovation efficiency are positive, while those for the innovation environment are negative at all
quantiles. The test results for the hypotheses are reported in Table 4, and Figure 4 demonstrates
the changes of all coefficients at different quantiles.

Table 4. The test results for the hypotheses.

Hypotheses H1 H2 H3

Result Reject Accept Accept
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As a result, we should reject H1 because the coefficients of the innovation environment are
negative, which indicates that the innovation environment is not beneficial to the agglomeration of
innovation talents. Nevertheless, we further observe that the coefficients have an increasing trend
from quantiles 0.1 to 0.9, meaning that the inhibition degree decreases with the increase of innovation
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talents. This phenomenon may be closely related with the pre-reform special regional strategies in
China. Especially during the period of the planned economy, the allocation of resources was under
the control of the government rather than the market. For example, the distribution of universities or
research institutions was decided absolutely by the central government. At the same time, China is
still a developing country without a perfect social environment to encourage innovation [59,60].
Hence, the relation between innovation talents and the innovation environment presents as negative.
However, with the development of a market economy in China, the market gradually matters more to
the flow of talent. This can account for the results of different quantiles: the eastern provinces in China,
with a higher economy and marketization level and more opportunities and wider development
prospects [61,62], have the weakest inhibiting effect in all three areas; there is a weaker effect
in the medium areas. We cannot easily comprehensively deny or downplay the importance of
the innovation environment.

The estimation results show that H2 should be accepted since the coefficients of innovation
input at all quantiles are positive, which remains relatively stable when the quantile is from 0.1 to 0.9.
In other words, with improvement in the level of the agglomeration of talent, innovation input makes
a stable contribution to the agglomeration. In principle, innovation input, especially R&D expenditure,
increases when accompanied by an increase in R&D tasks. This needs more innovation talents
to support. Moreover, R&D infrastructure could be improved when innovation input is increased.
The efficiency and performance of talents are directly influenced by R&D infrastructure [39], which also
would be taken into consideration when selecting a research laboratory As a consequence, innovation
input and innovation talents present in positive correlation.

H3 should be accepted according to the estimation results, which means that innovation efficiency
could promote the agglomeration of innovation talents. Meanwhile, the coefficients of innovation
efficiency show a reducing trend when the quantile changes from 0.1 to 0.9, which indicates that
the promotion effect is much lower in provinces with a high level of talent. Generally speaking,
patents and new technologies should be involved in intensive knowledge, and the spillover effect of
knowledge makes positive contributions to the agglomeration of talent [63,64]. As is known to all,
the quantity of innovation talents in eastern areas is much larger than that in Western China. However,
the excessive agglomeration of talents has a negative effect on innovation efficiency, because the scale
does not match the efficiency well, which was verified by Rui in 2015 [65]. In Eastern China, innovation
resources are probably excessively accumulated, causing resource waste or redundancy. These could
weaken the promotion effect. Therefore, promotion effects at high quantiles are weaker.

Besides this, it is not difficult to see that the effects of the innovation environment and efficiency
on innovation talent distribution show stark divergences according to Table 3. The scope of change of
their coefficients is very large1, showing big differences at different quantiles.

4.3.2. Model Test

We adopt the Wald test to examine whether coefficients at all quantiles are equal, and the null
hypothesis (H0) is the following. H0: H0equal : β(τ1)− β(τ2) = · · · = β(τm)− β(τm+1) = 0 and eight
pairs of quantiles were selected. (τh, τk) = (0.1, 0.2), (0.2, 0.3), · · · , (0.7, 0.8), (0.8, 0.9). The test results
detailed in Table 5 show that Prob

(
χ2

24 > 186.7004
)
= 0.000 which means H0 is rejected at the 10%

significant level. As a result, we can hold the view that the coefficients are unequal.

Table 5. Model test of the coefficient restraint.

Types of Test Degree of Freedom χ2 Prob H0 Conclusion

Equality 24 186.7004 0.0000 Reject Inequality
Symmetry 16 40.7394 0.0006 Reject Asymmetry
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We still took advantage of the Wald test to check whether the coefficients of the quantile regression
are equal to that of the median regression, and the null hypothesis (H0) is as follows. H0symmetry :
β(τ1) + β(1− τ1) − 2β(0.5) = · · · = β(τm) + β(1− τm) − 2β(0.5) = 0. We selected four pairs of
quantiles, (τm, 1− τm) = (0.1, 0.9), (0.2, 0.8), (0.3, 0.7), (0.4, 0.6), and the results detailed in Table 5
show that Prob

(
χ2

16 > 40.7394
)
= 0.007, which means H0 is rejected at the 10% significant level. Thus,

coefficients at different quantiles are asymmetrical, which could exert asymmetrical influences on
the density curve of innovation talents.

4.4. Conditional Density Forecast

To further examine the influences that innovation capability exerts on the distribution of
innovation talents in regions with different levels of talent, three situations are set to analyze the
conditional density of talent distribution from the perspectives of the innovation environment, input,
and efficiency, respectively.

Situation 1: We define that the quantiles 0.1, 0.5 and 0.9 of the innovation environment correspond
to the levels of poor, medium and good, respectively, and the rest variables are set in median.

Situation 2: We define that the quantiles 0.1, 0.5 and 0.9 of the innovation input correspond to
the levels of low, medium, and high, separately, and the rest variables are set in median.

Situation 3: We define that the quantiles 0.1, 0.5 and 0.9 of innovation correspond to the levels of
low, medium and high, respectively, and the rest variables are set in median.

Conditional density forecast figures for the distribution of innovation talent, based on the
innovation environment, input, and efficiency are drawn by virtue of R3.3.0, detailed in Figures 5–7,
separately. The “low” curve demonstrates the low level, similarly, the “med” curve represents the
medium level, and the “high” curve is for the high level.

Figure 5 shows that with the improvement of the innovation environment, the conditional density
curves for the distribution of innovation talents have a tendency to move to the left and the tops of
the curves plummet down, indicating that the mean of innovation talents decreases. Meanwhile, the
shapes of the three curves in Figure 5 are significantly different. We conclude that innovation talents
would retain a negative relation to the innovation environment in the future, and that distribution
uncertainty has increased when the innovation environment is improved.
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In Figure 6, the curves significantly move to the right as innovation input increases, and the tops
of the curves rise. There is no obvious change in the morphologies of the curves, which turns out to
be because innovation input can accelerate the agglomeration of innovation talents and there is no
significant difference in this effect in different regions.
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Figure 7 demonstrates that the conditional density curves shift right with the improvement
of innovation efficiency, and the tops of the curves rise notably with noticeable changes in their
morphologies. The results show that innovation efficiency has a positive impact on the distribution of
innovation talent, the uncertainty of which decreases with the improvement of innovation efficiency.
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5. Concluding Remarks

Based on the interesting fact that innovation talents appear to prefer places where the innovation
capability is quite strong, we examined the impact of innovation capability on innovation talents based
on a quantile regression approach. We additionally forecast the conditional density of innovation
talents based on the innovation environment, input and efficiency, separately. The results are as follows.

First, at the country level, the innovation environment and innovation talents are in negative
relation due to pre-reform special regional strategies and the present immature innovation environment
in China. Additionally, innovation input and innovation efficiency facilitate the agglomeration of
innovation talents. The former is related to the tight positive relationship between them and the latter
is due to the spillover effect of knowledge.

Second, at the regional level, even though the relationship between innovation talents and
innovation capability is consistent with that at the country level, there are different stories to tell
for different areas: (a) for areas with low levels of talent, the innovation environment is the most
crucial factor; (b) for areas with a medium level of talent, the effects of innovation input and efficiency
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are moderate; and (c) for areas with a high level of talent, the positive effects of innovation input
and efficiency are quite significant. Based on these results, some implications in practice can be
recommended. For areas with a low level of innovation talent, the poor innovation environment has
a great inhibiting effect on the agglomeration of innovation talent, and it is imperative to improve
the innovation environment. For instance, the per capita GDP of Gansu province in 2015 was
merely a quarter of that of Shanghai, and in order to attract innovation talents, Gansu should pay
more attention to their infrastructure development and improve the treatment of innovation talents.
Other similar provinces should also take actions to construct a favorable innovation environment.
For the local government, it is urgent to develop the economy, making efforts towards building a better
development platform and to ensure the effective implementation of policies, and attracting innovation
talents by an excellent development platform [66]. For the country, in order to advocate for innovation
talents transferring from east to west, the central government should make preferential policies about
innovation and keep policies continuous.

For areas with median or high levels of innovation talent, where the economy has reached
a certain level, the innovation environment is no longer the most crucial factor. Instead, both
innovation input and innovation efficiency play quite important roles in the agglomeration of talent.
Enterprises are regarded as a carrier of the increase in innovation input and the improvement of
innovation efficiency, which determines the effective usage of innovation input and the absorption
of new technologies [67,68]. Taking this into consideration, enterprises should be dominant in the
process of talent and innovation development. Besides, under the guidance of the government,
a market-oriented development strategy for innovation talents should be made, which takes the
enterprises as the main part. Enhancing R&D investment and expanding the sources of R&D funds are
acceptable for strengthening the attraction of innovation talents.

The impact of innovation capability on the distribution of innovation talents was examined in
theory, and some suggestions for how to attract talents to different areas were given in practice. These
suggestions could be beneficial to decision-making and contribute to alleviating regional disparity,
as well as the realization of regional sustainable development.

There are a few directions for future research on the issue. First, we took the innovation
environment, innovation input and innovation efficiency as denoting innovation capability, and we
only chose the one most significant index for each of them and ignored the others, which could
be improved in our future work. Second, we forecast the conditional density of the distribution of
innovation talents based on three variables separately, which are perhaps interconnected, and the
causal relationship are more complex than was pointed out in the analysis.
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